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We study the asymptotic equivalence of the 1-d Broadwell model of the nonlinear
Boltzmann equation to its corresponding Euler equation of compressible gas
dynamics in the limit of small mean free path. We consider the case where the initial
data are allowed to have jump discontinuities such that the corresponding solutions
to the Euler equation contain centered rarefaction waves. In particular, Riemann
data connected by rarefaction curves are included. We show that, as long as the
initial data are a small perturbation of a non-vacuum constant state, the solution
for the Broadwell equation exists globally in time and converges, in the small mean
free path limit, to the solution of the corresponding Euler equation uniformly
except for an initial layer whose width is essentially the order of the mean free
path.  1998 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
We are interested in the asymptotic behavior of the 1-d Broadwell
equation
F =1, t+F
=
1, x=
1
=
((F =2)
2&F =1F
=
3)
F =2, t=&
1
2=
((F =2)
2&F =1 F
=
3) t0, x # R (1.1)
F =3, t&F
=
3, x=
1
=
((F =2)
2&F =1F
=
3)
as the mean free path =  0.
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Equation (1.1) is a simplified model for gas dynamics where the gas
particles are uni-speeded moving in the directions parallel to the coordinate
axis. F =1 and F
=
3 represent the particle densities moving in the +x and &x
directions, respectively. (1.1) is derived by considering solutions which are
homogeneous in y and z (in other words, we are looking for solutions
which depend on x only). In this setting, F =2 is the particle density moving
in the \y and \z directions. The right hand side of (1.1) accounts for the
density variation due to (binary) collisions among particles. Conservation
of mass and momentum has been imposed during collisions. The energy
equation is redundant as particles have the same speed. Here we have
taken the particle speed to be 1, the Knudsen number = is the (normalized)
mean free path, and the =  0 limit is usually referred to as the ‘‘fluid-
dynamic limit.’’ For a detailed derivation of (1.1), see Broadwell [Bro64]
Caflisch and Papanicolaou [CP79].
This model has been studied by many authors, see Beale [Bea85],
Caflisch [Caf79], Caflisch and Liu [CL88], Caflisch and Papanicolaou
[CP79], Inoue and Nishida [IN76], Kawashima [Kaw81, Kaw84,
Kaw87], Kawashima and Matsumura [KM85], Liu and Xin [LX96a,
LX96b], Xin [Xin91a, Xin91b], and the references therein.
By rewriting (1.1) in terms of
\==F =1+4F
=
2+F
=
3
u==
F =1&F
=
3
\ (1.2)
z==
F =1+F
=
3
\
,
we have (dropping the superscript ‘‘=’’ in \=, u=, and z= for simplicity)
\t+(\u)x=0
(\u)t+(\z)x=0
(1.3)
(\z)t+(\u)x=
2
=
((F =2)
2&F =1F
=
3)=&
1
8=
\2(3z2+2z&4u2&1).
In either =  0 or t   limit, we expect the third equation of (1.3) to
be well approximated by the local Maxwellian (local equilibrium)
(F =2)
2=F =1F
=
3 (1.4)
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and the evolution of the equation is then governed by the following Euler
equation
\t+(\u)x=0
(1.5)
(\u)t+(\_(u))x=0,
where we have replaced (1.4) in the second equation of (1.3) for z with
_(u)= 13 (2 - 1+3u2&1). (1.6)
The justification of the asymptotic equivalence between (1.1) and (1.5)
has been established mostly for smooth flows [Caf79, CP79, Mat87,
Xin91a]. However, these results do not cover an important case where the
initial data have a jump discontinuity, i.e., the Riemann problems. Xin
[Xin91b] considered the case where the Euler equation has finitely many
noninteracting shocks in a finite time interval and showed the equivalence
of the Broadwell equation and the corresponding Euler equation by con-
structing an approximate solution for the Broadwell equation using the
method of matched asymptotic expansions. In this paper, we study the case
where the initial data are allowed to have jump discontinuities such that
the corresponding solutions of the Euler equation contain centered rarefac-
tion waves. It is shown that, as long as the initial data are a small perturba-
tion of a non-vacuum constant state, the solution of (1.1) exists globally in
time and converges, in the small mean free pathlarge time limit, to the
solution of (1.5) uniformly except for an initial layer whose width is essen-
tially the order of the mean free path. This is done by approximating the
solution of (1.5) with a smooth rarefaction wave followed by a nonlinear
stability analysis of the smooth rarefaction wave under discontinuous
initial perturbations. One of the main ingredients of the analysis is to study
the propagation and decay of the initial discontinuities for (1.1)
Other related works include Tartar [Tar81] and Natalini and Rubino
[NR96], where the authors considered semilinear hyperbolic systems with
quadratic interactions with initial data in L1 and in L1 & L. Also, in Fan
[Fan97], Slemrod and Tzavaras [ST93], and Tzavaras [Tza94], the
authors considered a variant of (1.1) with = in the denominator of the right
hand side replaced by =t. Such a modified version of (1.1) admits
self-similar solutions and reduces to a (singular) ODE.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we construct
the smooth approximate solution and list some preliminary estimates for it.
We then state the main theorem (Theorem 2.1). In Section 3, we proceed
to prove the main theorem by treating the Riemann initial data as a
discontinuous perturbation of the smooth approximation. We then proceed
by a piecewise H1 estimate on the error. To this end, we first study how
the initial jump propagates and decays along the characteristics in (1.1).
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We then finish the proof by piecewise energy estimate and the Sobolev
inequality.
We choose to present the analysis for Riemann data connected by a
rarefaction curve. The result can be easily extended to the case of two weak
centered rarefaction waves of different families, as treated in Matsumura
and Nishihara [MN86], and to the case of a jump discontinuity separated
by small perturbations of constant states. We omit these cases to make the
presentation brief and more readable.
2. SMOOTH APPROXIMATIONS
Consider the Cauchy problem with Riemann initial data
F =1, t+F
=
1, x=
1
=
((F =2)
2&F =1F
=
3)
F =2, t=&
1
2=
((F =2)
2&F =1 F
=
3) t0, x # R
(2.1)
F =3, t&F
=
3, x=
1
=
((F =2)
2&F =1F
=
3)
F =(x, 0)={FrF l
if x>0
if x<0
and the scaled version of (2.1),
F1, t+F1, x=F 22&F1F3
F2, t=&12 (F
2
2&F1F3) t0, x # R
(2.2)F3, t&F3, x=F 22&F1F3
F(x, 0)={FrFl
if x>0
if x<0,
where Fr=(Fr, 1 , Fr, 2 , Fr, 3) and Fl=(Fl, 1 , Fl, 2 , F l, 3) are both in local
equilibrium (1.4).
The connection between (2.1) and (2.2) is made clear upon observing
that F(x, t) is a solution of (2.2) if and only if
F =(x, t) =def F(x=, t=) (2.3)
is a solution of (2.1).
In this paper, we further assume that the RiemannCauchy data (Fl , Fr)
for (2.2) corresponds to RiemannCauchy data ((\l , ul), (\r , ur)) for (1.5)
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such that (\l , ul) and (\r , ur) are connected by a rarefaction curve. Thus
the solution of (1.5) is a self-similar centered rarefaction wave:
(\, u)(x, t)=(\cr, ucr)(xt). (2.4)
(For an introduction to Cauchy problems with Riemann initial data and
rarefaction curves, see [Smo83].)
We want to study the time asymptoticsmall mean free path limit of
(2.2)(2.1). We will show that, if \ l>0, |ul |<1 and |u l&ur | is small
enough, (2.2) has a unique global in time solution and this solution is
asymptotically equivalent to a self-similar function F cr,
lim
t  
sup
x # R
|F(x, t)&F cr(xt)|=0, (2.5)
where F cr is obtained by imposing local equilibrium (1.4) together with
(2.4) and the first 2 equations in (1.2):
F cr1 =\
cr(_(ucr)+ucr)2
F cr2 =\
cr(1&_(ucr))4 (2.6)
F cr3 =\
cr(_(ucr)&ucr)2.
In view of (2.3), we see that (2.1) has a unique solution satisfying
sup
x # R, t=#
|F =(x, t)&F cr(xt)|=0 (2.7)
for any #<1 (one can replace =# with any g(=) such that ==o(g(=)) as
=  0).
In order to prove (2.5), we will construct G(x, t), a smooth approxima-
tion of F cr, and show that both F&G and F cr&G are asymptotically
equivalent to zero (Lemma 2.3(c) and (2.19) below).
We proceed by constructing G as follows:
Let wcr(xt) be the center rarefaction wave solution of the following
Riemann problem of Burgers’ equation,
wcrt +w
crwcrx =0
(2.8)
wcr(x, 0)={wrwl
if x>0
if x<0.
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We approximate wcr(xt) by a smooth function w~ (x, t), the solution of
the following Cauchy problem,
w~ t+w~ w~ x=0
(2.9)
w~ (x, 0)= 12 [(wr+wl)+(wr&wl) tanh x].
Lemma 2.1. [MN86]. Suppose wr>wl , then (2.9) has a unique global
smooth solution satisfying
(a) wl<w~ (x, t)<wr , w~ x(x, t)>0 for t0, x # R.
(b) For any p # [1, ], there is a positive constant C such that for
t0,
&w~ x(t)&LpC min( |wr&wl |, |wr&wl | t&1+(1p)),
(2.10)
&w~ xx(t)&Lp , &w~ xxx(t)&LpC min \ |wr&wl |, 1t+ .
(c) limt   supx # R |w~ (x, t)&wcr(xt)|=0.
Since the centered rarefaction wave solution written in the Riemann
invariant coordinate reduces to a centered rarefaction wave for the Burgers’
equation up to a nonlinear change of variables (such a change of variables
is legitimate when there are no shocks present), we can thus construct the
corresponding solutions of the Euler equation by inverting this change of
variables. The corresponding self similar solution of (1.5), (\cr, ucr)(x, t),
and its smooth approximation (\~ , u~ ) are given by
{
*\(ucr)=wcr
\cr=\l exp \|
ucr
ul
(*\(s)&s)&1 ds+
and
{
*\(u~ )=w~
\~ =\l exp \|
u~
ul
(*\(s)&s)&1 ds+
where *\(u)=2(u\- _(u))(1+3_(u)).
Lemma 2.2. [Mat87]. For each (\l , ul) with \l>0, |ul |<1, there exists
$0>0 such that if (\r , ur) can be connected to (\ l , ul) by a centered rare-
faction wave (\cr, ucr), then the corresponding smooth approximation (\~ , u~ )
satisfies the following:
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(a) (\~ , u~ ) is a smooth global solution in time of
\~ t+(\~ u~ )x=0
(2.11)
(\~ u~ )t+(\~ _(u~ ))x=0
(b) min(\l , \r)<\~ (x, t)<max(\ l , \r), ul<u~ (x, t)<ur , u~ x(x, t)>0
for t0, x # R.
(c) There exists a &0>0 such that
|u~ |1&&0 , |*\(u~ )|&0 , |*\(u~ )&u~ |&0 ,
1&&0_(u~ )|u~ |+&0 for t0, x # R.
(d) For any p # [1, ], there is a positive constant C such that for
t0,
&u~ x(t), u~ t(t)&LpC min(|ur&ul |, |ur&u l |1p (1+t)&1+(1p)),
(2.12)
&u~ xx(t), u~ tx(t), u~ xxx(t), u~ txx(t)&LpC min( |u~ r&u~ l |, (1+t)&1).
(e) limt   supx # R |(\~ , u~ )(x, t)&(\cr, ucr)(xt)|=0.
We then construct G=(G1 , G2 , G3), the smooth approximation of F cr,
by
G1=(\~ _(u~ )+!+\~ u~ )2,
G2=(\~ &\~ _(u~ )&!)4, (2.13)
G3=(\~ _(u~ )+!&\~ u~ )2,
where
!=&+(u~ )u~ x , +(u~ )=
16(1&_(u~ ))
(1+3_(u~ ))3
, (2.14)
is the first order correcting term in the ChapmanEnskog expansion (The
zeroth order expansion refers to (1.2) through (1.5), see [Caf79], [Mat87],
or [Xin91a] for more details.) Thus G satisfies the following equation
G1, t+G1, x=G22&G1G3+(!t+!x)2+3!
216
G2, t=&12 (G
2
2&G1G3)&!t4&3!
232, t0, x # R (2.15)
G3, t&G3, x=G22&G1G3+(!t&!x)2+3!
216.
We also have the corresponding estimates for G:
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Lemma 2.3. [Mat87]. For each (\l , ul) with \l>0, |ul |<1, there exist
$1>0 and &1>0 such that G satisfies (2.15) and
(a) Gi&1 for i=1, 2, 3, |ur&ul |$1 , t0, x # R,
(b) G22&G1G3=&\~
2(1+3_(u~ )) !8&3!216,
(c) limt   supx # R |G(x, t)&F cr(xt)|=0.
To show the asymptotic equivalence of F and G; we let f =F&G, thus
the equation satisfied by f reads
f1, t+ f1, x+Lf =N( f )&(!t+!x)2&3!216
f2, t&Lf2=&N( f )2+!t4+3!232
(2.16)
f3, t& f3, x+Lf =N( f )&(!t&!x)2&3!216,
f (x, 0)=F(x, 0)&G(x, 0),
where Lf =G3 f1+G1 f3&2G2 f2 and N( f )= f 22& f1 f3 .
(2.16), like (1.1), is a semilinear hyperbolic system. The discontinuities
propagate along x=t, x=0, and x=&t. Thus we adopt the piecewise
energy estimate. We now introduce some notations: Denote by 0k ,
k=1, 2, 3, 4 the regions separated by x=t, x=0, and x=&t in the upper
half plane t>0, 0sk=0k & [t=s] and for any interval I/R, H
1(I ) the
usual Sobolev space with norm & }&1=(& }&2L2(I)+&x } &
2
L2(I ))
12.
Now we define the appropriate function space on which we will be
working:
X(0, T )=[g | g # C0([0, T ), H 1(0sk)) & C
1([0, T ), L2(0sk)) & C
2(0k ),
k=1, 2, 3, 4] (2.17)
For g, h # X(0, T ), we define
&g( } , t)& 2=| g(x, t)2 dx
(2.18)
=|
&t
&
g2(x, t) dx+|
0
&t
g2(x, t) dx+|
t
0
g2(x, t) dx
+|

t
g2(x, t) dx
&g( } , t)& 21=&g( } , t)&
2+&gx( } , t)& 2
[h]1(t)=h(t+, t)&h(t&, t), (h) 1(t)= 12 (h(t
+, t)+h(t&, t))
[h]2(t)=h(0+, t)&h(0&, t), (h) 2(t)= 12 (h(0
+, t)+h(0&, t))
[h]3(t)=h(&t+, t)&h(&t&, t), (h) 3(t)= 12 (h(&t
+, t)+h(&t&, t)).
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We want to show
lim
t  
sup
x # R
|F(x, t)&G(x, t)|=0. (2.19)
A key observation is the following: The a priori bound on supt>0 & f &L(t)
implies exponential decay in time of the jumps (see Lemma 3.1 below).
Thus in view of the Sobolev inequality
& f &2L(t)C \& f & & fx& (t)+ :
3
i=1
[ f ]2i (t)+ , (2.20)
our task remains to estimate & f & 1 (Theorem 2.1 below). During this pro-
cess, terms involving line integrals of jumps across the discontinuities
appear naturally. Therefore the exponential decay of the jumps in time
implies the a priori bound on supt0 & f &21(t) (Lemma 3.5 and on). We
close this bootstrapping argument by the local existence theorem (Theorem
2.2 below) to extend f in X(0, T+/) and conclude that T= (global in
time existence).
Theorem 2.1 (A Priori Estimate). There exist positive constants =1 and
C1 such that if f # X(0, T ) is the solution of (2.16) in 0tT for some
T>0 and
sup
0tT
& f (t)& 1+|ur&ul |<=1 ,
then
sup
0tT
& f (t)&21+|
T
0
(&u~ 12x ({)(G3 f1&G1 f3)({)&
2
+& fx({)&2+&Lf ({)&N( f )({)&2) d{
C1(& f0&21+|ur&u l |
16). (2.21)
The proof of Theorem 2.1 will occupy Section 3.
Theorem 2.2. (Local Existence). Let T0 and g # X(0, T ) be a solution
to (2.16) for 0tT. Consider the initial value problem to (2.16) with the
initial datum
f (T, x)= gT (x) =
def g(T, x). (2.22)
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Then for any M>0, there exists a positive constant / depending only on M
and supx, t G(x, t) such that if
&gT&C0(&, &T]+&gT&C0[&T, 0]+&gT&C 0[0, T]+&gT&C0[T, )<M.
Then (2.16) together with (2.22) has a unique solution f # X(T, T+/)
satisfying
sup
TtT+/
(& f (t)&C0(&, &t]+& f (t)&C 0[&t, 0]+& f (t)&C0[0, t]
+& f (t)&C0[t, ))<2M.
As a consequence, g can be extended to X(0, T+/).
The proof of Theorem 2.2 is standard; see [RR81] for the existence and
uniqueness in the piecewise C0 function class. The piecewise C2 regularity
is a direct consequence of the special structure of the nonlinearity (being
the lower order term in (2.16)) and the C2 regularity of the source term G.
From Theorem 2.1 and Theorem 2.2, we have the following
Corollary 2.1. For each (\l , ul), with \l>0, |ul |<1, there exist =0 and
C0 such that if (\r , ur) can be connected to (\l , ul) by a centered rarefaction
wave and & f0& 1+|ur&ul |<=0 , then (2.16) has a unique solution
f # X(0, ) satisfying
sup
t0
& f (t)&21+|

0
(&u~ 12x ({)(G3 f1&G1 f3)({)&2
+& fx({)&2+&Lf ({)&N( f )({)&2) d{
C0(& f0&21+|ur&u l |16). (2.23)
With Corollary 2.1, Lemma 3.1 below, and the Sobolev inequality (2.19),
it is easy to see that
|

0
& fx&2 ({)+ } dd{ & fx&2 } ({)< (2.24)
and consequently (2.19) holds.
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3. A PRIORI ESTIMATES
Let :=|ur&u l | and
E= sup
0tT
(& f&1 (t)+|[ f ]1 (t)|+|[ f ]2 (t)|+|[ f ]3 (t)| ).
Due to the special nonlinearity of (2.2), once we have an a priori estimate
on E, we can improve to show that the jumps decay exponentially in time:
Lemma 3.1. There exist positive constants =1 and C such that if 0tT
and E=1 , then
|[Fi]j (t)|=0, i, j=1, 2, 3, i{ j.
|[Fi]i (t)|C:e&Ct, i=1, 2, 3.
|[F i, t , Fi, x]j (t)|C:e&Ct, i=1, 2, 3, j=1, 3. (3.25)
|[F1, 3, t]2(t)|=0.
|[F1, 3, x]2(t)|C:e&Ct.
Proof. Since (2.2) is a semilinear hyperbolic equation, the discontinuity
of the i th family propagate along ith characteristic line. Thus the first
equation comes for free:
[Fi] j (t)=0, for i{ j. (3.26)
Taking the jump in the first family on both sides of the first equation in
(2.2), we have
[F1, t+F1, x]1=&[F1]1 Fr, 3 (3.27)
where Fr, 3 is the third component of Fr (the Cauchy data on x>0). Since
F has continuous first derivatives up to the boundary on either side of the
jumps, we can interchange the tangential derivative with the jump to get
[F1, t+F1, x]1=ddt[F1]1 (t) and solve for [F1]1 (t):
[F1]1 (t)=[F1]1(0) e&Fr, 3t. (3.28)
Similarly, we have
[F3]3 (t)=[F3]3 (0) e&Fl, 1 t. (3.29)
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As to [F2]2(t), since by assumption E=1 , and by virtual of the Sobolev
inequality, we have for 0tT,
& f &2L(t)C \& f & & fx& (t)+ :
3
i=1
[ f ]2i (t)+C=1 ; (3.30)
thus for sufficiently small =1
[F2]2(t)=[F2]2 (0) e&
t
0 (F2)2 ({) d{[F2]2 (0) e&Ct, (3.31)
which finishes the proof of the second statement.
As to jumps on the first derivatives, we take the jumps in the first family
on both sides of the third equation in (2.2),
[F3, t]1&[F3, x]1=&[F1]1 Fr, 3 , (3.32)
and from (3.26), the tangential derivative of F3 has no jump in the first
family,
[F3, t]1+[F3, x]1=0. (3.33)
From (3.32), (3.33), and (3.28), we conclude that
|[F3, t , F3, x]1 |C:e&Ct. (3.34)
Similarly,
|[F1, t , F1, x]3 , [F2, t , F2, x]1, 3 |C:e&Ct. (3.35)
Take the derivative with respect to t in the first equation, and then take the
jump in the first family to get
d
dt
[F1, t]1(t)=2F2[F2, t]1&[F1, t]1 F3&[F3, t F1]1 . (3.36)
The last term on the right hand side of (3.36) can be simplified further since
F3, t(t+, t)#0 for Riemann Cauchy data in local equilibrium. Thus we can
easily integrate to get
|[F1, t]1 (t)|C:e&Ct, (3.37)
and similarly
|[F3, t]3 (t)|C:e&Ct, (3.38)
completing the verification of the third statement.
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The last two statements in (3.25) is a consequence of the first two and
(2.2). K
In our main energy estimate to follow (Lemma 3.4 and on), we will need
to estimate f1, 3, t(0, t) } [ f2]2(t) and [ f 21, 3, x]2=2[ f1, 3, x]2 ( f1, 3, x) 2 . To
estimate the pointwise value f1, 3, t(0, t) and ( f1, 3, x) 2(t), it suffices to
estimate F1, 3, t(0, t) since G=F& f is bounded with bounded first
derivatives and ( f1, 3, x) 2(t)=G1, 3, x(0, t)\<F 22&F1 F3> 2(0, t)
F1, 3, t(0, t)
Lemma 3.2. There exist positive constants =1 and C such that if 0tT
and E=1 , then
|(F1, t , F1, x , F3, t , F3, x) 2(t)|C(:+=1) eC(:+=1) t(1+t2). (3.39)
Remark 3.1. 1. The estimates in Lemma 3.1 and Lemma 3.2 also
apply if we replace F by f since G=F& f is bounded together with its
derivatives.
2. We will not need to estimate [F2, x]2 in the energy estimate since
the second equation in (2.2) does not contain F2, x term.
3. (3.39) is far from being sharp, but is sufficient for our purpose in
the energy estimates. As a consequence, we have for 0tT and E=1 ,
|[ f 21, x]2 (t), [ f
2
3, x]2(t)|C:e
&Ct. (3.40)
Proof of Lemma 3.2. Take the time derivative of (2.2), and denote by
p=F1, t and q=F3, t , we have
pt+ px=&F3 p&F1 q+S
qt&qx=&F3p&F1 q+S (3.41)
p(x, 0)=:1$(x), q(x, 0)=:3 $(x).
Here :1 and :3 are O(:) constants, $( } ) is the Dirac Delta measure and we
have substituted the second equation of (2.2) to get the source term
S=2F2F2, t=&F2(F 22&F1F3). From Lemma 2.2, (2.14), Lemma 2.3 and
the assumption E=1 , S is uniformly bounded in [0, T] by O(:+=1).
Equation (3.39) is a direct consequence of the following lemma, which gives
an estimate on p, q in (3.41) with S#0; the full problem can be recovered
by integrating the source term S using Duhamel’s formula. K
Lemma 3.3. Let p, q satisfy (3.41) with S#0; then
| p(0, t), q(0, t)|O(:) eC(E+:) t. (3.42)
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Proof. We will show the following pointwise estimate: For |x|t,
| p(x, t), q(x, t)|O(:) e&(1- 2)(F3!+F1’) \I0 \2 12 F1’F3 !)
+\!’+
’
!+ I1 \2 
1
2
F1 ’F3!++
+O(:)(e&(1- 2) F3 ! $(x&t)+e&(1- 2) F1 ’ $(x+t)),
(3.43)
where !=(x+t)- 2>0, ’=(t&x)- 2>0. Fi and Fi , i=1, 3 are positive
constants such that FiF i (x, t)F i for tT, with F i&FiC(E+:) by
assumption and I& , &=0, 1 are modified Bessel functions
I&(z)=\12 z+
&
:

k=0
((14) z2)k
k ! (k+&)!
. (3.44)
The estimate (3.42) then follows from the asymptotic expansions of I &(z)
for large values of |z| ([AS92]):
I&(z)t
ez
- 2?z {1&
4&2&1
8z
+
(4&2&1)(4&2&9)
2! (8z)2
+ } } } =, ( |arg z|<?2).
(3.45)
It is clear that both p and q are identically zero in |x|>t. The singular
parts of p, q propagate along |x|=t and can be obtained directly from
(3.28) and (3.29). Thus we can restrict our attention to the following Goursat
problem: (To simplify the expression, we define ai=F i - 2, i=1, 3, and let
A1(!, ’)=’0 a1(!, ’$) d’$, A3(!, ’)=
!
0 a3(!$, ’) d!$.)
p!=&a3 p&a1 q
q’=&a3 p&a1 q, !>0, ’>0 (3.46)
p(0, ’)=0, q(!, 0)=&:a3(!, 0) e&A3(!, 0),
where we have used (3.34) and (3.35) to get the boundary conditions for
p and q. (Since ai exist for 0tT, (3.46) is now viewed as linear in p
and q; we took p(0, ’)=0 for simplicity.)
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Now we can solve (3.46) iteratively as
p0=q0#0
pk+1(!, ’)=e&A3(!, ’)p(0, ’)+|
!
0
e&A3(!, ’)+A3(!$, ’)(&a1(!$, ’) qk(!$, ’)) d!$
qk+1(!, ’)=e&A1(!, ’)q(!, 0)+|
’
0
e&A1(!, ’)+A1(!, ’$)(&a3(!, ’$) pk(!, ’$)) d’$.
(3.47)
Thus,
pk+1(!, ’)& pk(!, ’)
=|
!
0
&e&A3(!, ’)+A3(!$, ’)a1(!$, ’)(qk(!$, ’)&qk&1(!$, ’)) d!$
(3.48)
qk+1(!, ’)&qk(!, ’)
=|
’
0
&e&A1(!, ’)+A1(!, ’$)a3(!, ’$)( pk(!, ’$)& pk&1(!, ’$)) d’$
Adding the above equation for k=k, k+1, we have
| pk+2& pk| (!, ’)|
!
0
e&A3(!, ’)+A3(!$, ’)a1(!$, ’)
_|
’
0
e&A1(!$, ’)+A1(!$, ’$)a3 | pk& pk&2| (!$, ’$) d’$ d!$
a1 a3 |
!
0
|
’
0
e&a3(!&!$)&a1(’&’$) | pk& pk&2| (!$, ’$) d’$ d!$
(3.49)
|qk+2&qk| (!, ’)|
’
0
e&A1(!, ’)+A1(!, ’$)a3(!, ’$)
_|
!
0
e&A3(!, ’$)+A3(!$, ’$)a1 |qk&qk&2| (!$, ’$) d!$ d’$
a1 a3 |
!
0
|
’
0
e&a3(!&!$)&a1(’&’$) |qk&qk&2| (!$, ’$) d’$ d!$.
We now calculate first few terms of the pk and qks and then iterate using
(3.49) to get an estimate:
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From (3.47), we have
p1#0
(3.50)
|q1(!, ’)|=|&:a3(!, 0) e&A1(!, ’)e&A3(!, 0)|: a3e&a3 !&a1 ’,
thus from (3.47) and (3.50),
| p2& p1| (!, ’)a1 |
!
0
e&a3(!&!$) |q1&q0| (!$, ’) d!$: a1a3e&a3 !a1’!
(3.51)
q2&q1=0.
By induction,
| p2k+2& p2k| (!, ’):a1e&a3!&a1’ (a3!)k+1 (a1’)k (k+1)! k !
(3.52)
|q2k+2&q2k| (!, ’):a3e&a3!&a1’(a3!)k (a1’)k k ! k !
Summing up over k=0, 1, 2, } } } , we have
| p(!, ’)|| p0|+ :

k=0
| p2k+2& p2k| (!, ’)
:e&a3!&a1’ a1 a3!a1 ’ I1(2 - a3! a1’)
(3.53)
|q(!, ’)||q0|+ :

k=0
|q2k+2&q2k| (!, ’)
:e&a3!&a1’ a3I0(2 - a3!a1 ’),
completing the proof. K
We now proceed with the main energy estimate. The method we use here
was introduced in [Kaw84] and adopted in [Mat87] to study the non-
linear stability of smooth rarefaction waves under smooth perturbations,
we outline the proof here for the reader’s convenience.
We have
Lemma 3.4. There exist positive constants =2 and C such that if 0tT
and E=2 , then
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& f (t)&2+|
t
0
&u~ 12(G3 f1&G1 f3)&2+&Lf &N( f )&2 d{
C {& f0&2+|
t
0
(E+:) &Lf &N( f )&2 d{
+|
t
0
| ( | f | |!2, !t , !x |+| f |3 |!| ) dx d{= . (3.54)
Proof. We introduce here the quadratic part of the increment of the
Boltzmann entropy function and its partial derivatives for the purpose of
L2 estimation:
8( fi , Gi) =
def
( fi+Gi) log( f i+Gi)&Gi log Gi&(1+log Gi) f i ,
8f ( fi , Gi) =
def
log( fi+Gi)&log Gi , i=1, 2, 3, (3.55)
8G( fi , Gi) =
def
log( fi+Gi)&log Gi& f iGi .
It is easy to see that, for E<=2 , we have
& | fi |28( fi , Gi)C| f i | 2
8f ( fi , Gi)C | f i | (3.56)
8G( fi , Gi)C | f i |2.
Next we multiply the first equation of (2.16) by 8f ( f1 , G1), the second by
48f ( f2 , G2), and the third by 8f ( f3 , G3) and sum them up:
[8( f1 , G1)+48( f2 , G2)+8( f3 , G3)]t+[8( f1 , G1)&8( f3 , G3)]x
&8G( f1 , G1)(G1, t+G1, x)&48G( f2 , G2) G2, t
&8G( f3 , G3)(G3, t&G3, x)
=&(N( f )&Lf ) log \ ( f2+G2)
2 G1 G3
( f1+G1)( f3+G3) G22+
+O { :
3
i=1
|8f ( f i , Gi)| |!2, !t , !x |= . (3.57)
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We now estimate each term in (3.57) as follows:
(N( f )&Lf ) log \ ( f2+G2)
2 G1G3
( f1+G1)( f3+G3) G22+

1+O(E)
G1G3 G22
[( f2+G2)2 G1 G3&( f1+G1)( f3+G3) G22](N( f )&Lf )
(1+O(E)) G&22 [ |N( f )&Lf |
2+O( |G22&G1G3 | | f | |N( f )&Lf |]
& |N( f )&Lf |2&C(E+m) |N( f )&Lf |2&
C
m
| f |2 |!| 2 (3.58)
for any m>0 and some &, C>0. By virtue of (2.15),
&8G( f1 , G1)(G1, t+G1, x)&48G( f2 , G2) G2, t&8G( f3 , G3)(G3, t&G3, x)
=
\~
8
(1+3_) +u~ x[&8G( f1 , G1)+28G( f2 , G2)&8G( f3 , G3)]
+O( | f |2 |!2, !t , !x | )
=
\~
8
(1+3_) +u~ x \ f
2
1
2G21
+
f 23
2G23
&
f 22
G22++O( | f | 3 |!|+| f |2 |!2, !t , !x | ).
(3.59)
Using the identity
2G2 f2=(N( f )&Lf )+G3 f1+G1 f3&N( f ), (3.60)
we can write
f 22=\G3 f12G2 +
G1 f3
2G2
)
2
+O( | f | 3+| f | |N( f )&Lf |+|N( f )&Lf |2). (3.61)
Hence, taking Lemma 2.3 into account, we have
u~ x \ f
2
1
2G21
+
f 23
2G23
&
f 22
G22+
=
u~ x
G22 \
(G42&G
2
1G
2
3) f
2
1
2G21G
2
2
+
(G42&G
2
1G
2
3) f
2
3
2G23G
2
2
+\G3 f12G2 &
G1 f3
2G2 +
2
+
+O( | f |3 |!|+: |N( f )&Lf |2+|!| | f | |N( f )&Lf | )
&u~ x(G3 f1&G1 f3)2
&C { | f | 3 |!|+(:+m) |N( f )&Lf |2+\1+ 1m+ | f | 2 |!|2= (3.62)
for any m>0 and some &, C>0.
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Upon integrating (3.57) over R_[0, T], using the estimates above with
suitably small m, we get the estimate (3.54). Notice that in integrating the
first term on the left hand side of (3.57), the contributions to line integrals
along the characteristic lines cancel out due to the structure of the discon-
tinuity (i.e., the discontinuity in the ith family propagates along the ith
direction). K
Lemma 3.5. There exist positive constants =2 and C such that if E=2
and 0tT, then
& fx(t)&2+|
t
0
&Lfx&2 d{
C {& f0, x&2+|
t
0 \(E+:) & fx&2+m & fx&2
+
1
m
&!f, !, !x , !xx , !xt& +: e&C{+ d{= (3.63)
Proof. Differentiating (2.16) with respect to x, multiplying the first
equation by G3 f1, x , the second by 4G2 f2, x , the last one by G1 f3, x and
summing them up, we have
1
2 (G3 f
2
1, x+4G2 f
2
2, x+G1 f
2
3, x)t+
1
2 (G3 f
2
1, x&G1 f
2
3, x)x+|Lfx |
2
& 12 [(G3, t+G3, x) f
2
1, x+4G2, t f
2
2, x+(G1, t&G1, x) f
2
3, x]
+(G3, x f1+G1, x f3&2G2, x f2) Lfx
+O( | fx | |N( f )x , !, !x , !xx , !tx | )=0. (3.64)
We now integrate (3.64) over R_[0, T]. The first and second term give
rise to
|
t
0
(&[G3 f 21, x]3+2[G2 f
2
2, x]1&2[G2 f
2
2, x]3
+[G1 f 23, x]1+
1
2 [G1 f
2
3, x]2&
1
2 [G3 f
2
1, x]2) d{, (3.65)
where we have used the following calculus identity:
|
t
0
| Ht dx d{=| H(t) dx&| H(0) dx+|
t
0
([H]1({)&[H]3({)) d{
(3.66)
|
t
0
| Hx dx d{=|
t
0
(H(, {)&H(&, {)
&[H]1 ({)&[H]2 ({)&[H]3 ({)) d{.
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We then apply Lemma 3.1 and get the last term on the right hand side of
(3.63).
Since
|Gt | , |Gx |Cu~ xC:, (3.67)
and
| fx | |N( f )x |CE | fx |2, (3.68)
we easily get the rest of the terms in (3.63). K
To estimate the second term on the left hand side of (3.63), we need the
following lemma
Lemma 3.6. There exists a positive constant C such that if for 0tT,
|
t
0
&G3 f1, x+G1 f3, x&2 d{
C {& f0&21+& f (t)&21 +|
t
0
(&G3 f1, x&G1 f3, x&2+&Lf &N( f )&2
+&!f &2+&!2, !t , !x&2+:e&C{) d{= (3.69)
|
t
0
&G3 f1, x&G1 f3, x&2d{
C {& f0&21+& f (t)&21+|
t
0 \m &G3 f1, x+G1 f3, x&2+
1
m
(&Lfx&2+&!f &2)
+&Lf &N( f )&2+&!2, !t , !x&2+:e&C{+ d{= , (3.70)
where m is any positive number.
Proof. We first rewrite (2.16) as
G3 f1, t&G1 f3, t+G3 f1, x+G1 f3, x
=(G3&G1)(N( f )&Lf )+O( |!2, !t , !x | )
G3 f1, t+G1 f3, t+G3 f1, x&G1 f3, x
=(G3+G1)(N( f )&Lf )+O( |!2, !t , !x | )
G3 f1, t+G1 f3, t&2G2 f2, t+G3 f1, x&G1 f3, x
=(G1+G2+G3)(N( f )&Lf )+O( |!2, !t , !x | ); (3.71)
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we then multiply the first equation in (3.71) by G3 f1, x+G1 f3, x to get
|G3 f1, x+G1 f3, x | 2=&[(G3 f1&G1 f3)(G3 f1+G1 f3)x]t
+[(G3 f1&G1 f3)(G3 f1+G1 f3)t]x
&(G3 f1&G1 f3)x(G3 f1+G1 f3)t
+(G3 f1&G1 f3)t(G1, x f3+G3, x f1)
+(G3 f1, x+G1 f3, x)
_O( |!| | f |+ |N( f )&Lf |+|!2, !t , !x | ). (3.72)
Upon integration of (3.72) and application of (3.66), the first two terms on
the right hand side give rise to a line integral of the form
|
t
0
[ f1, 3, t , f1, 3, x]1, 3 ({) d{,
which contributes to the last term on the right hand side of (3.69). The rest
of the terms are easily estimated by the Schwartz inequality and the second
equation of (3.71), we thus obtain the estimate (3.69).
As to (3.70), we multiply the third equation in (3.71) by G3 f1, x&G1 f3, x
to get
|G3 f1, x&G1 f3, x | 2=&[(G3 f1+G1 f3&2G2 f2)(G3 f1&G1 f3)x]t
+[(G3 f1+G1 f3&2G2 f2)(G3 f1&G1 f3)t]x
&(G3 f1&G1 f3)t(G3 f1+G1 f3&2G2 f2)x
+(G3 f1+G1 f3&2G2 f2)t(G3, x f1&G1, x f3)
&(G3 f1, x&G1 f3, x)(G3, t f1+G1, t f3&2G2, t f2)
+(G3 f1, x&G1 f3, x)
_O( |!| | f |+|N( f )&Lf |+|!2, !t , !x | ). (3.73)
Integrating by parts the first two terms on the right hand side, we have the
line integral terms
|
t
0
[ ft]1, 3 ({)+[ f2]2 f1, 3, t(0, {) d{, (3.74)
which contribute to the last term of (3.70). Notice that f1, 3, t are continuous
across the t axis. The rest of the terms are estimated the same way as
(3.69). Thus the proof of Lemma 3.6 is completed. K
Combining Lemma 3.4, Lemma 3.5, and Lemma 3.6 with suitably chosen
m, :, and E, we have for 0tT,
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& f (t)&21+|
t
0
&u~ 12x (G3 f1&G1 f3)&
2+& fx&2+&Lf &N( f )&2 d{
C1 {& f0&21+|
t
0
| | f | 3 |!|+| f | |!2, !t , !x |
+|!2, !t , !x , !xx , !tx |2 dx d{+|
t
0
:e&C{ d{= . (3.75)
Finally, we can estimate the right hand side of (3.75) by
Lemma 3.7. There exist a positive constant C such that if E<=2 and
0tT, then
the right hand side of (3.75)C {& f0&21+:16+|
t
0
& fx&21 d{= . (3.76)
Proof. We estimate each term by virtue of Lemma 2.2 and the Sobolev
inequality (2.20) as follows:
|
t
0
| | f | |!2, !t , !x | dx d{
C |
t
0
(& f &12 & fx&12+:e&C{)(&!&2+&!t , !x&L1) d{
C |
t
0
(E 2 & fx&2+&!&83+&!t , !x&43L1 ) d{+C:
C |
t
0
(E 2 & fx&2+:43(1+{)&43+:16(1+{)&76) d{+C:
CE |
t
0
& fx&2 d{+C:16
|
t
0
| | f | 3 |!| dx d{C |
t
0
(& f &52 & fx&12+:e&C{) &!&L d{
C |
t
0
(E & fx&2+&!&43L) d{+C:
CE |
t
0
& fx&2 d{+C:16
|
t
0
| |!|4 dx d{C |
t
0
&!&2L &!&
2 d{C:
|
t
0
| |!t , !x , !xx , !tx | ds d{C:14. K
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